Abstract-The analysis of the semantics of temporal data and queries plays a central role in the area of temporal databases. Although many different algebrae and models have been proposed, almost all of them are based on a point-based (snapshot) semantics for data. On the other hand, in the areas of linguistics, philosophy, and, recently, artificial intelligence, an oft-debated issue concerns the use of an interval-based versus a point-based semantics. In this paper, we first show some problems inherent in the adoption of a point-based semantics for data, then argue that these problems arise because there is no distinction drawn in the data between telic and atelic facts. We then introduce a three-sorted temporal model and algebra including coercion functions for transforming relations of one sort into relations of the other at query time which properly copes with these issues.
INTRODUCTION
T IME plays an important role in real-world phenomena. There has been much work over the last two decades in incorporating time into data models, query languages, and database management system (DBMS) implementations. In particular, many extensions to the standard relational model have been proposed and more than 2,000 papers on temporal databases (TDBs) have been published over the last two decades (cf., a cumulative bibliography [48] , four surveys [27] , [38] , [28] , [24] , and several workshop proceedings [20] , [29] , [39] ).
An important issue about the treatment of temporal information in temporal databases is the semantics of data and queries. Many researchers realized the richness of the semantics of temporal data [15] , [31] and provided various operators in different query languages [4] , [34] , [38] . Much work dealing with the semantics of temporal data modeling has appeared in the temporal database literature (e.g., [9] , [16] , [25] , [30] , [23] ). Toman [41] has pointed out some problems connected with the definition of a clear semantics for the approaches where the validity times of tuples and attributes are encoded using time intervals. In fact, in most temporal models, time intervals (or sets of time intervals) are associated with tuples (or with attributes) instead of time points, but this is only a matter of efficient and compact implementation [12] . Many works (e.g., [16] , [23] , [43] ) showed that, for instance, in SQL/Temporal, TSQL2, TSQL, HQL, and TQuel, data could be seen as a sequence of states indexed by time points. Thus, such approaches adopt a point-based semantics for data, in the sense discussed in Section 2 below.
A point-based semantics has limitations which have been studied in the areas of philosophy, linguistics, and artificial intelligence (henceforth: AI). However, the distinction between point-based and interval-based approaches in TDBs (see, e.g., [41] , [43] , [12] , [7] , [8] ) is an entirely different one than the distinction in the above areas. In this paper, we show how the latter distinction can be profitably incorporated into temporal models and query languages and, in fact, we argue that this distinction is in some ways more central than the similarly named but orthogonal distinction in temporal databases. In [40] , we sketch the relevance of such distinction in different fields of research, including philosophy, linguistics, cognitive science, and AI.
PRELIMINARIES
The goal of this paper is to augment the usual point-based semantics with an interval-based semantics for data into temporal relational databases, motivated by analogous linguistic and philosophical distinctions. We chose to operate at the algebraic level, to adopt tuple timestamping, and to focus on valid time. Moreover, for the sake of clarity, we do not consider valid-time event relations [34] and we assume discrete time and a single granularity for all relations. In Section 3, we introduce a relational model and algebra, an adaptation of that of SQL/Temporal, which is taken as a paradigmatic example of algebraic relational approaches using tuple timestamping and point-based semantics for data. However, our goal in this paper is not that of providing a minimal nor complete set of algebraic operators, in the sense of [37, p. 524] . The modifications we made to SQL/Temporal's algebraic operators are primarily motivated by our goal of demonstrating relative weaknesses and strengths of point-based and interval-based semantics. We adopt the BCDM (Bitemporal Conceptual Data Model) [23] . In particular, we associate a set of time points with tuples. Our approach could also be adapted to cover attribute timestamping, as, e.g., in [19] , because the distinctions between attribute and tuple timestamping is not one of semantics [23] . In the BCDM, time is seen as a finite sequence of chronons [21] , isomorphic to a sequence of natural numbers. The sequence of chronons can be thought of as representing a partitioning of the time line into indivisible segments. Using chronons instead of discrete time points does not imply a significant change in our approach.
Distinctions
To set the stage, we provide some central definitions. Before stating these definitions, it is important to point out three distinctions, which are at the core of our approach:
1. Representation versus semantics of the language-The approach we propose concerns the temporal semantics of data and queries, independent of the representation one uses for time. This distinction is analogous to the distinction between concrete and abstract databases emphasized by Chomicki [11] . 2. Data language versus query language-The two should be differentiated [12] . ATSQL2 [8] , SQL/Temporal [35] , [36] , and SQL/TP [41] , [43] , [44] support time intervals in their data representation language; however, while the query languages of ATSQL2 [13] and SQL/Temporal are based on time intervals, that of SQL/TP is based on time points. 3. Data semantics versus query semantics-In most cases, within the database community, the semantics of data is not distinguished from the semantics of the query. On the other hand, data have their own semantics, independently of any query language and query operators. This is the usual approach in AI and logics: Logical formulae have an intrinsic meaning, which can be formally defined in modeltheoretic terms. Of course, queries are an operational way of making such a semantics explicit. However, a set of logical formulae has a semantics per se, even if no query is asked. Analogously, we will say that data in a database have a semantics, which we will call "semantics for data" (or semantics, for short). These distinctions will be emphasized and explicated throughout this paper.
Telic versus Atelic Facts
A very basic issue underlying many approaches in philosophy and linguistics is the fact that the usual human way of "capturing" reality (i.e., of representing it, or of describing it through natural language expressions) involves a distinction between different classes of facts. For the sake of brevity, in the following, we will just sketch such a distinction, considering only the linguistic viewpoint (see [40] for a more detailed discussion). Within the linguistic community, it is commonly agreed that natural language sentences can be classified within different aktionsart classes (e.g., activities, accomplishments, achievements, and states in [46] ; also called aspectual classes [14] ) depending on their linguistic behavior or their semantic properties. These semantic properties demonstrate that the semantics of the association of facts to time depends on the classes of facts being considered. For example, Dowty [18] proposed the following semantic criteria to distinguish between states and accomplishments:
1. A sentence is stative iff it follows from the truth of at an interval I that is true at all subintervals of I (e.g., if John was asleep from 1:00 to 2:00 p.m., then he was asleep at all subintervals of this interval: be asleep is a stative). 2. A sentence is an accomplishment/achievement (or kinesis) iff it follows from the truth of at an interval I that is false at all subintervals of I (e.g., if John built a house in exactly the interval from 1 September until 1 June, then it is false that he built a house in any subinterval of this interval: build a house is an accomplishment/achievement) [18, p. 42] . Property 1 for states has been often called downward hereditary in the TDB and AI literature (e.g., [4] , [32] ). Notice that also upward hereditary holds over states: If John was asleep from 1:00 to 2:00 and from 2:00 to 3:00, then he was asleep from 1:00 to 3:00.
Obviously, the aktionsart distinctions above have a deep impact on the semantic framework one has to adopt to model the meaning of sentences and of the facts they describe. Point-based semantics evaluate the truth of sentences over time points (see also the following section). These semantics perfectly work on stative facts: "John was asleep" in item 1 above is true exactly for all time points within 1:00 and 2:00 p.m. On the other hand, point-based semantics seems to be inadequate to deal with accomplishments. For instance, given 2, there is no specific time point p such that "John built a house" is true in p. "John built a house" is true (or, in other words, occurred) exactly in the time interval from 1 September to 1 June. This and analogous observations led most researchers in linguistics, starting from the works in [3] , [17] , [18] , to criticize point-based semantics which is not adequate to deal with the semantics of accomplishments (while it works well for states and activities) for which an interval-based semantics is needed.
Different authors used different terminologies and models to deal with this phenomenon. For instance, Moens and Steedman [26] based their explanation on the fact that accomplishments are telic (from the Greek: "telos" meaning "goal") in the sense that they are characterized by the fact that they reach a culmination (goal or telos), while states (and activities) are atelic (from the Greek: "a" as a prefix indicates negation), i.e., do not have an intrinsic culmination. 1 
Basic Definitions
The fundamental tension examined in this paper is pointbased versus interval-based; this characterization may be applied, somewhat orthogonally, to the semantics for data and to the semantics for queries. We first consider data; query semantics will be examined in later sections. 1 . The telic/atelic dichotomy dates back to Aristotle (who first introduced such a terminology) [2] ; cognitive science approaches have recently shown that it has strong cognitive evidence (see, e.g., [5] Definition (Interval-based semantics for data). Each tuple in a temporal relation is associated with a set of time intervals which are the temporal extents in which the fact described by the tuple occur. In this semantics, the index is a time interval. Time intervals are atomic primitive entities in the sense that they cannot be decomposed. Note, however, that time intervals can overlap; there is no total order on time intervals, unlike time points.
For example, let < John jj ½10 À 20 > represent the fact that John started to build a house at time 10 and finished at time 20. If an interval-based semantics is adopted, the interval [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] is interpreted as an atomic (indivisible) one.
1. ½10; 20 ! f< John >g. Note that, if an interval-based semantics is used, this tuple would not imply that John built the house in [12] [13] [14] [15] or at the time point 12 or at any other time interval different than [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . 2 
ATELIC TEMPORAL MODEL AND ALGEBRA
Here, we first introduce a paradigmatic example of an approach based on point-based (snapshot) semantics (and on tuple timestamping), which is a simplification and an adaptation of SQL/Temporal's model (i.e., the BCDM). However, this choice is not critical as most (if not all) extant temporal models are point-based in their data, though we hasten to add that many temporal query languages are a mixed of point-based and interval-based (atelic and telic).
Atelic Temporal Model
We assume that time is a linear, ordered, and discrete set of time points p 2 P (e.g., isomorphic to integers) [22] . We adopt the term fact for any statement that can be meaningfully assigned a truth value (i.e., that is either true or false), we represent facts with tuples and we use the valid time of a fact (tuple) to represent the collected time when the fact is true. As in most TDB approaches (see below), we adopt a point-based semantics for data. Thus, we associate with each tuple an atelic element, which is the set of time points when the fact holds.
Concerning the data model, in this paper, we only deal with valid time state relations [22] . For the sake of simplicity, we disallow value-equivalent tuples (tuples with mutually identical nontemporal attributes), as in TSQL2 and BCDM.
We term these relations atelic relations and term tuples in such relations atelic tuples, since they represent atelic facts. For instance, the STOCK A relation shown in Table 1 is an atelic relation representing stocks, their category, and their price over time (here, and in the following tables, we give the time in minutes for a specific hour). For example, the first tuple represents the fact that IBM had a price of $63 for four minutes (from 14 through 17).
Impact of Aktionsart Distinctions
The treatment of telic facts in a temporal relational algebra based on atelic elements (i.e., on a point-based semantics for data; see Section 2.1) encounters several problems. We illustrate these problems with an example, but we stress that the same problem arises whenever an atelic relation (i.e., a relation based on point-based semantics) is used to represent telic facts.
A phone call starting at time t 1 and ending at time t 2 is a durative telic fact. For instance, if John made a call to Mary from time 10 to time 12, he didn't make it from 10 to 11. Similarly, two consecutive calls, one from 10 to 12 (inclusive) and the other from 13 to 15 (inclusive), are clearly different from a single call from 10 to 15. For example, in the current Italian phone system, the cost of a call is the sum of a fixed amount, which has to be paid for each call (independently of its duration) plus a variable amount, depending on many factors, including duration and distance. Thus, one call from John to Mary starting at 10 and ending at 15 is cheaper than two consecutive calls taking the same amount of time. This implies that phone calls are telic facts.
Suppose that we use an atelic relation to represent telic facts such as phone calls. In particular, let us model the fact that John called Mary twice: once from 10 to 12 and once from 13 to 15 (inclusive). The linguistic analysis (see Section 2.2) tells us that telic facts cannot be correctly captured using models that are based on a point-based semantics for data since such models are not sufficiently Table 2 .
The point-based semantics of this relation is given in Fig. 1 .
This atelic PHONE A relation captures the fact that John was calling Mary at 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. This relation does not capture relevant information, namely, the fact that there were two distinct calls, one from 10 to 12 and the other from 13 to 15.
Representation Language versus Data Semantics
It is important to emphasize that the above loss of information is not due to the fact that the language we use to represent data does not support time intervals, but to the fact that the underlying data semantics is point-based. In other words, whenever the data semantics is point-based (independently of how the data language looks), we risk a loss of information when dealing with telic facts. This is true for all approaches that use temporal elements to timestamp tuples; considerSQL/Temporal, TSQL2, TSQL, HQL, and TQuel, which utilize temporal elements to timestamp tuples, and Gadia's [19] Homogeneous Relational Model, which uses temporal elements to timestamp attributes. While temporal elements are sets of intervals, this is only a matter of data representation language since the underlying data semantics is point-based. In other words, temporal elements are merely a notational representation for a set of time points. In such approaches, one can represent the above phone example as in relation PHONE2
A (see Table 3 ). However, while PHONE2
A is different from PHONE A at the level of the representation language, it is identical to PHONE A at the data semantics level since both relations represent the identical content shown in Fig. 1 , namely, that John was calling Mary at 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 (formally, PHONE A and PHONE2 A are snapshot equivalent [23] ). Thus, the loss of information is the same even if we adopt temporal elements [19] instead of atelic elements.
To summarize, one central message of this paper is that, independently of whether the data language supports or not time intervals, if the underlying data semantics is point-based, we do not have sufficient expressive power to properly deal with the semantics of telic facts. Obviously, this lack of expressive power also has a dramatic impact on the results one may obtain when querying relations based on the pointbased semantics, as we will now examine.
Atelic Relational Algebra
We use a slight adaptation of the algebra of SQL/Temporal to exemplify atelic operators. Our operators , A , Â A , À A , and [
A generalize the standard set operators (selection, projection, Cartesian product, difference, and union) to apply over atelic data. Since our definitions are quite standard with respect to the ones in the (temporal algebrae in the) literature, in the following, we only describe Cartesian Product (see [40] for the other definitions). We denote with SchðR A Þ the data attributes of an atelic relation R A . Given a tuple t of a relation R, we denote by tðRÞ the value of the data attributes in t and, by tðVTÞ, its validity time.
Cartesian Product
The state-by-state interpretation above for atelic operators dictates that we adopt the intersection semantics for the atelic Cartesian product: The validity time of the resulting relation is the intersection of the validity times of the tuples.
We also define an additional atelic operator, an adaptation of Gadia's temporal selection operator [19] (henceforth termed temporal restriction) to tuple timestamping.
Temporal Restriction
This operator restricts the validity time of the tuple to the time interval I. Note that the notation fIg indicates the set of points contained in the interval I.
Temporal operators such as temporal selection that have explicit predicates that treat the timestamps as intervals are not included within our atelic algebra since they essentially have an interval-based semantics. Consider, e.g., temporal selection based on duration (e.g., "select all phone calls that lasted at least five units"). To determine the duration of a fact in an atelic model, one has to collect all the consecutive time points in which the fact holds in order to determine the maximal convex time interval(s) covering exactly such points. Then, the durations of such intervals are considered. Thus, there is an (implicit) shift from time points to time intervals. In our approach, we make such a shift explicit by supporting temporal selection operators only in the telic algebra (which operates on a data model based on intervalbased semantics; see Section 4). 
Telic Elements
In order to cope with the temporal issues discussed in Section 3.2, we need to explicitly introduce the notion of time intervals. A time interval i is a convex set of time points between a starting point i À and an ending point i þ , that is,
We indicate the domain of time intervals by I. Moreover, we consider sets of time intervals (i.e., subsets of 2 I ), termed telic elements. It is important to notice that, although we define time intervals as sets of time points, we regard them as atomic objects. Thus, a telic element may also contain meeting or overlapping intervals (e.g., { [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] } is a reasonable telic element).
Two functions map atelic elements to telic elements and vice versa. to-atelic takes in input a telic element T E (i.e., a set of time intervals) and gives as output the atelic elements containing all the points belonging to the intervals in T E. to-telic, in contrast, takes as input an atelic element (a set of time points) and gives as output the telic elements containing the maximal convex intervals that cover exactly the time points in the atelic element. Note that, given any atelic element A 2 2 P , to-atelicðto-telicðAÞÞ ¼ A:
However, given a telic element T 2 2 I , it may be the case that to-telicðto-atelicðT ÞÞ 6 ¼ T .
We regard time intervals as indivisible primitive entities and we use the operations of union, complement, and intersection over telic elements as the application of standard set operators on the domain of time intervals. For example,
Notice that temporal coercion is not performed over time intervals by union so that upward hereditary is not forced.
Telic Model
As discussed in Section 3, associating a tuple t with an atelic element fp 1 ; . . . ; p k g means that the fact represented by the tuple t holds over all time points p 1 ; . . . ; p k , thus utilizing the point-based semantics. On the other hand, time intervals (and telic elements) are introduced in order to represent that the fact described by a tuple t is accomplished in a given time interval i, i.e., t starts at i À and finishes (reaches its culmination or telos) at i þ . For instance, in the phone call example, a tuple < John; Mary; f½10 À 12g > means that John's call to Mary started at time 10 and finished at 12. Notice that, although it is true that John was calling Mary within any time point contained in [10] [11] [12] 
In our telic relational model, a telic relation is a set of telic tuples, each with a validity time, which is a telic element. For the sake of simplicity, we do not admit value-equivalent tuples, similarly to the atelic model.
Impact of Aktionsart on Telic Relations
We now show that, adopting an interval-based semantics (i.e., associating tuples with telic elements), one can correctly capture the meaning of telic facts into relational relations. Let us consider again, e.g., the phone example discussed in Section 3.2. Instead of using an atelic relation (cf., the PHONE A relation), let us now use a telic relation (say PHONE T ) shown in Table 4 . PHONE T is a telic relation so that the validity time is a telic element, and interval-based semantics is used. This means that the time intervals [10] [11] [12] and [13] [14] [15] are interpreted as atomic temporal entities, and the semantics of PHONE T can be expressed as in Fig. 2 (contrast with Fig. 1) .
Thus, the telic relation PHONE T correctly models the information that there were two episodes of John calling Mary, one that occurred from 10 to 12 and the other from 13 to 15.
More generally, telic elements (and interval-based semantics) are sufficiently expressive to model the semantics of telic facts since they do not lose information concerning the different episodes, even in case such episodes overlap or meet in time. This fact is also evident when asking queries to telic relations.
Telic Algebra
Now, we can define the operators on telic relations. The rationale underlying all the definitions is the following: In the interval semantics, each tuple occurs exactly in the time intervals in its validity time, and nowhere else. Notice that, in the definitions of the telic algebraic operators, set operators apply to telic elements (i.e., set of time intervals), while, in the atelic algebra, they operate on atelic elements (i.e., set of points).
Some of the telic operators have an identical definition as their atelic counterpart. In particular, (nontemporal) selection, which applies to atelic relations, also works fine on telic relations. The formal definition of telic union ([ T ) is similar to the definition of atelic union ([), with the added behavior that the telic union of two value-equivalent telic 
Cartesian Product
Atelic Cartesian product necessarily requires that the two timestamps overlap (equivalently, that the two sets of time points are not disjoint), for each pair of tuples, effecting a point-based interpretation of facts. From a theoretical view, we could define telic Cartesian product similarly, but this would retain intervals only if they matched exactly, which seems artificial. The atelic Cartesian product can be seen as the counterpart of the "while" adverb in the temporal algebra and "while" involve an atelic view of the facts to which it applies [26] . Since forcing intersection is unnatural, we instead allow any of the Allen [1] predicates and make this predicate explicit in the operator, which can then be seen as the counterpart of the "before" or "meets," etc. adverbs.
There is also the issue of what timestamp to associate with the resulting tuples. For atelic Cartesian product, this decision necessarily is to intersect the two timestamps to determine the resulting timestamp, which doesn't work here. So, we simply chose to return the timestamp of the left tuple. In the following, is a binary Allen predicate [1]:
Analogously, set difference between telic elements is artificial since only repeated intervals will be affected. For this reason, we do not include a telic difference operator. Temporal restriction on telic relations also does not make sense because the entire interval must be retained.
Temporal Selection
Unlike conventional selection, temporal selection takes a temporal predicate, , on telic intervals; examples of such predicates include duration and comparison with constants (see Section 4.5).
where VT 0 ¼ fi 2 tðVTÞj ðiÞg.
Impact of Aktionsart Distinctions
We again consider the phone example. Suppose that we want to store the data in Fig. 3 . We use a telic relation PHONE T to represent such data, and also consider the corresponding atelic relation PHONE A (see Table 5 ). Once again, notice that the distinction between telic and atelic relations is not due to the representation language, but to the (interval-based versus point-based) data semantics.
Downward Hereditary
Our first query is, "What are the complete phone calls within times 10 to 11?"
The answer to Q1 is the tuple < John; Mary jj f10; 11g > . However, this is not a correct answer since downward hereditary do not hold for telic facts: From the fact that John made a complete phone call to Mary from 10 to 12, it is wrong to conclude that he makes such a complete call from 10 to 11 (at most, one could conclude that John was calling Mary at 10 and 11, but not that he did a complete call at that time). This fact is captured if a telic relation is used since the restriction operator cannot be applied to a telic relation.
Upward Hereditary
The treatment of upward hereditary causes even more severe problems to the point-based semantics. To illustrate, we provisionally apply temporal selection also to atelic relations, even if, in our approach, temporal selection only applies to telic ones. Notice that, actually, temporal selection is used in most temporal algebrae in the literature, even if they employ a point-based semantics in their data model. In Section 5, we will propose a clean solution to this problem by introducing coercion functions. Let us consider, for instance, the following query, asking for all information regarding phone calls lasting at least five units in the atelic relation PHONE A .
. (Q2):
The tuples < John; Mary jj f10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15g > and < Sue; Ann; f12; 13; 14; 15; 16g > are given as output. This is due to the fact that, in the atelic relation, we have a loss of information concerning the start and end points of calls since consecutive calls are "coalesced together." On the other hand, none of the calls in Fig. 3 lasts at least five units. Let us suppose now that the above query is applied to the telic relation PHONE T .
. (Q2 0 ):
In such a case, no tuple is given as output, consistent with the data in Fig. 3 .
We have an analogous situation if we ask for information concerning phone calls that, e.g., follow one call from John to Mary.
. (Q3):
. (Q3 0 ):
The answer to (Q3) is the empty relation, while the answer to (Q3 0 ) is the relation containing the tuples < Sue; Ann jj f½15 À 16g > and < Eric; Paul jj f½14 À 16g > , as desired.
In general, considering the benchmark for temporal query languages in [21] , we see that analogous problems arise for all interval queries (i.e., queries asking about durations, endpoints, and relative positions of the validity times of tuples) whenever relations using point-based semantics for data are used in order to represent some telic fact.
AN INTEGRATED, THREE-SORTED ALGEBRA
We now show some examples motivating the fact that both telic models and operators and atelic ones are needed, as well as a flexible way of coercing telic relations to and from atelic ones.
The Telic Model and Algebra Are Not Adequate for Atelic Facts
The telic model and algebra in Section 4, taken in isolation, are not powerful enough to deal with all types of facts, in particular, atelic facts. In Section 3, we argued that most data models are atelic and that a telic data model is needed. Here, we argue the reverse, that an atelic data model is also needed. In fact, both kinds of data must be expressible in a temporal model. Using a solely telic model and algebra to deal with atelic facts such as earning a given salary, owning a house, and so on, generate exactly the dual of the problems discussed in Sections 3.2 and 4.5. Both downward and upward hereditary properties hold for atelic facts; not considering them causes loss of information. Consider, e.g., the telic relation STOCK
T (see Table 6 ), which is the telic "counterpart" of the atelic relation STOCK A in Section 3.1, using telic elements.
Notice that it is part of the intended meaning of "stock prices" that stating that IBM price was more than 60 on [12] [13] , and then on [14] [15] [16] [17] implies that it was more than 60 from 12 to 17 (upward hereditary); moreover, from the fact that the price of IBM was 63 from 14 to 17, one may correctly infer that it was 60 from 15 to 16 (downward hereditary). These semantic assumptions are automatically captured if the stock data are represented by an atelic relation (i.e., by a relation based on a point-based semantics for data). On the other hand, such assumptions no longer hold in case a telic relation (i.e., a relation based on interval-based semantics for data) such as STOCK T is used to represent the same data. 
The Algebra
We have three sorts of temporal relations: atelic relations, in which the validity times of tuples are atelic elements (cf. Section 3.1), telic relations, in which the validity times of tuples are telic elements (cf. Section 4), plus standard nontemporal relations. For example, both the atelic relation STOCK A in Section 3.1 and the telic relation PHONE T in Section 4.5 may be present in a temporal database. Our algebra is a three-sorted one consisting of the atelic operators in Section 3.4, the telic operators in Section 4.4, plus the standard operators for the nontemporal algebra. We introduce three temporal functions, A p , T ransform T I , and T ransform A p , which allow one to obtain the conventional (i.e., nontemporal) relation corresponding to a temporal relation, and vice versa. Notice that we chose to define A p only on atelic relations since, by definition, facts in telic relations only occur over time intervals.
Definition.
A p ðRÞ fsj9t 2 R 9i 2 tðVTÞðp 2 i^sðRÞ ¼ tðRÞÞg:
The T ransform A (respectively, T ransform T ) function applies to an nontemporal relation R and a given time point p (respectively, a time interval I) and returns an atelic (respectively, telic) relation, with the timestamp of every tuple of p (respectively, I). Transformation functions that coerce telic relations into atelic ones, and vice versa, are needed, for two reasons. First, there should be a way to apply temporal selection (and, in general, any "interval query" [21] ) to atelic relations, as most temporal algebrae do. Second, linguistics tells us that the distinction between telic and atelic facts is not at all a rigid one within natural languages [14] , [40] , [47] . The same flexibility would be greatly desirable in our temporal model and would significantly increase the expressive power of our approach. Consider again, for instance, our phone call example (cf. relation PHONE T ) and the query [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and not during one of [10] [11] [12] , [13] [14] [15] ). Second, the calls we are asking for are interpreted as telic facts since we look for each complete occurrence of them which is fully contained in [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . For example, we want Sue in our output since Sue made a call in [12] [13] [14] , which is during [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , regardless of the fact that Sue also made another consecutive call from 15 to 16. We thus need more flexibility: Although each base relation must be declared as telic or atelic, we need coercion functions to allow the temporal counterpart of linguistic aktionsart coercion [26] . These coercion functions T ð Þ and A ð Þ can be easily given in terms of the functions to-telic and to-atelic provided in Section 4.1. Given any telic relation R T ,
and any atelic relation R A ,
For example, in our approach, query 1 above can be expressed as shown in (Q5):
Examples
In the following examples, we assume that the temporal database contains the atelic relation STOCK A (Section 3.1) and the telic relation PHONE T (Section 4.5). The first two queries were given earlier. "Who made phone calls to whom during 10-11?"
"Who made phone calls after John called Mary?" Here, "after" treats the phone calls as telic.
"Who made at least one complete call (during the time) when IBM's price was more than $60?"
Here, PHONE T is already telic, but STOCK A needs to be converted, but only after the select and project operators. The telic result is:
f< John jj f½13 À 15g >; < Sue jj ½12 À 14; ½15 À 16 >; < Eric jj f½14 À 16g >g:
The intermediate steps in the evaluation of (Q6) are graphically shown in Fig. 4 .
This example shows the importance of having both telic relations (in this case: PHONE T ), atelic ones (in this case: STOCK A ), and temporal coercion. Notice that, since STOCK A is an atelic relation, the projection A Name ð Name¼IBM;Price>60 ðSTOCK A ÞÞ makes the point-union of the validity times of valueequivalent tuples. In other words, temporal coalescing [6] , [10] , [45] is applied so that the (atelic) tuple < IBM; f12; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17g > is returned as the result of the projection. Thus, the tuple < John jj f½13 À 15g > is included in the final result, even though [13] [14] [15] is not included in any of the time intervals in which IBM was more than $60 (i.e., [12] [13] , [14] [15] [16] [17] ) considered in isolation. On the other hand, since PHONE T is telic, no temporal coercion is performed on the validity time of the tuple < John; Mary jj f½10 À 12; ½13 À 15g > . Thus, the tuple < John jj f½13 À 15g > is in the final result, as desired. Notice that coercion A must be used to apply the interval query "during" (i.e., Â T During ) to the atelic relation A Name ð Name¼IBM;Price>60 ðSTOCK A )). Finally, using telic Cartesian product, we return the time intervals of phone calls as the validity time of the result. "Tell me about stocks whose price was $61 during the time when John was calling Mary."
. ðQ7Þ:
This query shows the need of coercion from telic to atelic. In fact, we have an inner view ("was calling") of a telic relation (PHONE T ). Since PHONE T is telic, the result of Caller¼John;Called¼Mary ðPHONE T Þ is the telic relation f< John; Mary jj f½10 À 12; ½13 À 15g >g:
However, in (Q7), we are not interested distinguishing different occurrences of John's calls to Mary, but we see calling Mary as an atelic fact, looking for the overall time in which John was calling her. We thus apply the T coercion operator, obtaining the atelic tuple f< John; Maryf10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15g >g: Thus, the tuple < IBM; High-tech jj f½12 À 13g > is in the result even if IBM's price was $61 in the time interval [12] [13] , which is not contained in any of John's calls taken in isolation. Notice that, since the Â T During operator only applies to telic tuples, we need the coercions A to both sides of the operator. The telic result is thus: f< IBM; High-tech jj f½12 À 13g >g:
Properties of the Three-Sorted Algebra
Reduction and equivalence are important properties for a temporal algebra since they grant that a temporal algebra is a consistent extension of the nontemporal classical one. We state both properties for our three-sorted algebra here. 
ALTERNATIVE AND RELATED APPROACHES
Our approach provides a general solution to the difficulties of mixing point-based and interval-based data. However, another tack is to see if existing language facilities can be exploited to solve the same problem. In this section, we briefly examine some of these alternatives.
Alternative Approaches
Let us suppose to impose a temporal first normal form (1NF) [19] as, e.g., in TSQL and in HQuel, so that just one time interval is associated with each tuple, instead of a temporal element. In such approaches, e.g., relation PHONE T could be represented by relation PHONE 1NF in Table 7 . However, if one adopts the point-based semantics for data, this transformation alone does not solve the problem. For example, the first two tuples of PHONE 1NF still carry on the content that John was calling Mary on 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. On the other hand, approaches that use 1NF as above and never perform coalescing of value-equivalent tuples, as in SQL/Temporal, exhibit the same kind of problems discussed in Section 5.1, since upward and downward hereditary would never hold. Basically, any "homogeneous" approach in which upward and downward hereditary hold on all relations (as in TSQL2) or do not hold in any relation (as in SQL/Temporal) will not be satisfactory. Neither will approaches that have to fix a priori on which relations/ attributes coalescing has to be performed and on which not, with no possibility of changing this property at query time (cf., e.g., [4] ).
Another approach is to design database schemas in such a way that no value-equivalent tuples occur in the base relations so that at least the problem of dealing with upward hereditary (temporal coalescing) vanishes. For instance, in our phone-call example, one could add an additional attribute containing the sequence number of calls for each phone number to ensure that relations contain no valueequivalent tuples (see the table PHONE AT T R in Table 7 ). However, in the example above and in many practical cases, forcing that no value-equivalent tuples occur in base relations imposes a strong requirement on database designers, who need to introduce new attributes which are often scarcely useful and informative [7] . Moreover, the problems discussed in this paper would arise again for derived relations. For instance, if one projects away the additional Seq attribute from the relation PHONE AT T R , one obtains again the original relation, with all the limitations discussed throughout this paper.
Finally, one could also introduce a surrogate attribute which is used to keep the identity of the fact (i.e., it is a key attribute) and is hidden to the user [23] . Notice that, in such a way, one models exactly the semantics of telic tuples since the surrogate attribute will represent explicitly the different "episodes" (occurrences) of a given telic fact. Thus, this solution can be simply conceived as a possible partial implementation of our telic model to avoid upward hereditary (or, in other words, to prevent temporal coalescing). However, such a partial implementation should be augmented to deal with the other aspects of our threesorted algebra.
Temporal interpolation techniques, those that derive information for times for which no information is stored, on the basis of related information holding at different times [23] , [31] , could be useful. For example, Bettini et al. [4] proposed explicitly associating with each table a formal specification of the assumptions on the semantics of temporal attributes (e.g., persistence of data). At query time, such specifications are automatically merged with the user's query in order to provide the correct results. Bettini et al. also considered interval assumptions, including upward and downward hereditary which, however, are only studied in the context of evaluating the values of attributes whose validity time is expressed at different time granularities.
Finally, Chen and Zaniolo [10] use aggregate functions, such as length and contains, to perform telic operations on data assumed to be atelic. They also define the aggregate function coales to explicitly force upward inheritance on data assumed to be atelic.
In summary, this discussion of alternative solutions to the point/interval quandary examined five possibilities: INF, static declaration of point, or interval semantics for data, using additional attributes or surrogates, using temporal interpolation facilities, and using aggregate functions. In the first two cases, the problem was only partially solved. In the last three cases, it may be possible to express what is desired, but requires significant effort to fit this distinction into a formalism not designed with this purpose in mind. Instead, we feel that the atelic/telic distinction is so central that it should have a first-class status in both the data model and algebra.
The Point-Based versus Interval-Based Controversy Revisited
Recently, Toman [43, p. 212] pointed out some problems for the approaches where the validity times of tuples/attributes are encoded by time intervals (as, e.g., in TSQL2 and SQL/ Temporal): "this approach lead to a tension between the syntax of the query languages and their intended semantics: the data model and the semantics of the language are point-based, while temporal attributes refer to the actual encoding for sets of time intervals (e.g., interval endpoints)." He proved that, for every pointbased query, there is an equivalent interval-based query, and vice versa 3 [41] , a statement that seems to fly in the face of the atelic/telic distinction. However, Toman always assumes a point-based semantics for the data. His "intervalbased temporal database" is, in our terminology, a pointbased semantics data model represented with an intervalbased encoding. So, a rephrasing of that statement, in our terminology, is that, for every point-based query, there is an equivalent interval-based query over point-based data represented by an interval-based encoding, a statement which is consistent with the discussion in our paper.
Toman then proposed a new model and language which are more purely point-based; the only appearance of intervals is in the specific encoding used to implement this language; no notion of interval appears either in the data model nor in his SQL/TP (for time-point) query language [42] , [43] , [44] . We agree that having the interval-based nature of the encoding appear in a restricted way in the query language raises problems; however, we feel that it is more appropriate to emphasize the distinction between atelic and telic facts, rather than jettisoning telic facts altogether, thereby allowing data with a semantics such as in Fig. 2 and queries such as atelic queries on telic data and telic queries on telic and atelic data (see Section 5.4). Chomicki and Toman [12] clearly point out the distinction between abstract and concrete temporal databases and between data and query language. Furthermore, the framework for multidimensional time they introduce is a very general and powerful one and could be applied to model both atelic and telic elements. In particular, time points in our approach might correspond to their one-dimension points and our telic intervals to their two-dimensional points. On the other hand, they do not propose any specific treatment of the telic/atelic dichotomy so that, for instance, no counterpart of our coercion function is taken into account. Thus, we believe that the considerations we made in Section 6.1 also apply to their approach.
In ATSQL2 and when using temporal statement modifiers in general [8] , the data semantics is purely point-based (atelic) and the query semantics is almost entirely atelic (except for duration and interval comparison predicates). However, there is some leeway in choosing a representation of the result as there are potentially many snapshotequivalent representations of the result. Their notion of interval preservation selects among these representations that which best preserves the underlying intervals (this notion was first introduced by Bö hlen et al. [7] ). Through their nonrestrictiveness property, they allow the interval timestamps to be converted into values of an explicit attribute, thereby enabling interval-based queries to be simulated in conventional SQL, often with difficulty, as SQL has little notion of time.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The analysis of the semantics of temporal data and queries plays a central role in the area of TDBs since "data explicitly stored in a temporal database are often associated with certain semantic assumptions" [4, p. 277] . Although many different models have been proposed in the TDB literature, almost all of them are based on a point-based (snapshot) semantics for the association of tuples (or attributes) to time. On the other hand, in the areas of linguistics and philosophy, many approaches showed that a point-based semantics is useful for atelic facts, but is not adequate to cope with telic facts for which an interval-based semantics is needed.
In this paper, we introduced a three-sorted sorted model and algebra which properly copes with both telic and atelic facts and which introduces coercion functions for transforming tables of one sort into tables of the other, at query time. Reduction and equivalence with respect to the classical nontemporal algebra hold for our temporal algebra.
Our approach makes the following main contributions:
1. We have clarified several subtle issues concerning the adoption of a point-based versus interval-based semantics, also making clearer the distinction between data language and data semantics and between query and data semantics.
2.
We have proposed a data model and algebra that emphasizes the telic/atelic dichotomy, which is not dealt with in any other temporal database approach. 3. Elsewhere [40] , we extend SQL/Temporal [35] in a minimal way to cope with the telic/atelic dichotomy by introducing the keyword "TELIC," which can be used for the creation of telic relations as well as in the queries to perform coercions. We feel that the atelic/telic distinction is so central that it should be given first-class status in the data model and query language, especially as doing so requires so few changes to either. Moreover, we strongly agree with Moens and Steedman's claim that "Effective exchange of information between people and machines is easier if the data structures that are used to organize the information in the machine correspond in a natural way to the conceptual structures people use to organize the same information" [26, p. 26] .
The approach in this paper can be easily extended in order to cope also with validity time event relations [34] . We also envision the possibility of extending our approach to deal with other relevant temporal properties, such as temporal persistence [4] and interpolation functions [31] , [23] , [4] . We want to extend these approaches to take into account the impact of aktionsart distinctions on the semantics of TDBs. Finally, we are also investigating the extensions needed in order to extend current temporal ER models to cope also with the telic/atelic distinction. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
